. It is analysis here did not reveal biases within MT responses that might support the directional anisotropy of percepcommonly accepted that there is a hierarchical organization of areas for visual processing but that signals tion. Taken together, our behavioral and neural evidence are consistent with the idea that perception and action also diverge, forming separate functional pathways: one passing through parietal cortex and one through tempoare guided by inputs from separate sensory streams. In the visual motion system, the streams seem to separate ral cortex (Ungerleider and Mishkin in Ingle et al., 1982). Although the functional segregation is not likely to be downstream from area MT, and the directional anisotropy of perception appears to originate after the point absolute, one view is that these two streams mediate different visual functions, namely, spatial versus object of separation. vision. An alternative view is that, rather than different visual functions, the two streams underlie different usResults ages of visual information, with the dorsal stream processing visual information for movement or action and Directional Anisotropy of Perception the ventral stream processing visual information for perFirst, we tested subjects' perceptual discrimination of ception (Goodale and Milner, 1992). target directions using motion stimuli similar to those in Both views arose from observations of human paour subsequent pursuit task. Human subjects viewed two brief target motions in succession and reported whether they were in the same or different directions by pressing
) reveals that the staircase procedure to find each subject's direction discrimination threshold and tailored perceptual separa-2.18Њ/s difference in vertical target velocity causes a clear difference in vertical eye velocity that develops tions of target direction that were just above threshold for each subject (3.5Њ, 2.5Њ, 2.5Њ, and 1.5Њ for subjects gradually over the first 200 ms of the response. JG, AC, RR, and MB, respectively). Proper selection of perceptual separations gave rise to high enough hit and false alarm rates to calculate DЈ, a measure of discriminability that is not subject to response biases (Green and Swets, 1966).
Each subject exhibited better perceptual direction discrimination (indicated by larger values of DЈ) for target motion along cardinal axes than along the diagonal axis (Figure 2 ), confirming that our stimuli give rise to the same anisotropy found in earlier studies (Ball and Sekuler, 1980; Gros et al., 1998; Heeley and BuchananSmith, 1992). To quantify the degree of anisotropy present in these data, we calculated an anisotropy index (Experimental Procedures) which is 0 for perfectly isotropic and 1 for perfectly anisotropic perceptual direction discrimination. In our four subjects, the value of the anisotropy index ranged from 0.29 to 0.40. The mean was 0.33 and was significantly different from 0 (Student's t test, p Ͻ 0.005).
Absence of a Directional Anisotropy for Pursuit
Subjects were instructed to track small spots moving in directions that were horizontal, vertical, or diagonal, or The effect of target direction on the direction of pursuit means ϭ 4.5Њ, p Ͻ 0.001, Student's t test, gray and black arrows, Figure 3E ). For the distributions in Figures 3D evolves over the first 90 ms period of pursuit (Experimental Procedures, dotted lines in Figure 3C ), which comand 3E, DЈ was 0.006 and 0.844, respectively. Calculating DЈ in 5 ms bins (solid black trace in Figure 3F) Since the three different methods used to calculate Because each subject was tested at two pursuit separations and only one perceptual separation, each anisotdiscriminability of pursuit yielded comparable results, we show data for all subjects using the discriminant ropy index for perception is paired with two anisotropy indices for pursuit, one circle (small separation) and analysis. Comparison of the patterns of discriminability reveals that, in general, pursuit ( Figure 5 , gray traces) did one cross (larger separation). The results were generally similar for the three different analysis methods used for not display the same anisotropy as perception ( Figure 5 , black traces). While perceptual discriminability for all pursuit and for both pursuit separations in each subject, shown by the overlap between the distributions of subjects was poorest for target motion along the 45Њ axis, the axis of the poorest discrimination for pursuit crosses and circles. In each graph, the one case where the anisotropy index was considerably larger for pursuit varied idiosyncratically among subjects. We show values of DЈ for targets of two different pursuit separations than for perception was from subject MB for pursuit targets separated by 3Њ. for each subject. One separation was the same as or as close as possible (Experimental Procedures) to that Across all subjects, the anisotropy index for pursuit did not depend strongly on which of the three analysis used to measure the perceptual anisotropy (dashed gray trace), and one was slightly larger (solid gray trace). With methods was used to estimate it and was generally smaller for pursuit than for perception. A Student's twoone exception (MB), the pattern of pursuit discriminability was the same at the different pursuit separations, tailed t test revealed that the group's average anisotropy Our data argue that visual motion information for perception and pursuit becomes segregated into separate However, the skew was not consistent across monkeys; skews were centered around 63Њ, 94Њ, 332Њ, 152Њ, and streams at a locus downstream from area MT. The basis for our conclusion is that smooth pursuit responses do 88Њ for the five monkeys showing significant skew. To address the hypothesis that perception and action use separate sensory streams, it was necessary to start by replicating and extending earlier findings of directional anisotropies of perception. This allowed us to verify that the perceptual anisotropy persists when using targets that are suitable for our pursuit experiment and are presented only briefly. Furthermore, using DЈ for quantification shows that the perceptual anisotropy is not due to response bias, a more cognitive factor that would not be expected to arise from visual motion processing. Last, demonstrating the perceptual anisotropy in our subjects allowed direct within-subject comparison with the results of similar experiments on pursuit.
Issues in Comparing Direction Discrimination of Pursuit and Perception
We start by considering several features of our approach that lend strength to our comparison of the sensory processing for perception and action.
First, our main conclusions have come from looking at patterns of direction discrimination within pursuit and within perception. The observation of different patterns within pursuit and within perception gives stronger evidence of a genuine difference than would an approach that compared across response modalities. It is tempting to directly compare the values of DЈ calculated for perceptual reports and those for pursuit, but differences in the methodologies uses to analyze discriminability for pursuit and perception would give rise to uncertainties in the absolute value of DЈ calculated for the two behaviors. This problem is obviated by calculation of the anisotropy index, because it compares the pattern of DЈ values within each single response modality while varying only the direction of the base target motion. Second, our stimulus presentation considers the different time scales over which perceptual decisions and pursuit eye movements could sample the sensory stimulus. In the perceptual task, we allowed subjects to view the moving target only briefly. In the pursuit task, we analyzed only the first 90 ms of the response, reflecting the response to target motion of the same duration used to study perception.
Third, we used analyses for the pursuit data that modeled different ways that the perceptual system might sample visual motion while viewing a stimulus over time: averaging over time points, considering only the time point where the representations of stimuli are most different, three analysis methods provides some assurance that functions can be impaired while the other is spared (Aggleton and Mishkin, 1983; Weiskrantz and Saunders, anisotropies would have been uncovered if they were 1984). However, interpreting lesion data can be complipresent in pursuit. Although subjects exhibited idiosyncated, particularly with human patients whose damage cratic pursuit anisotropies, the three methods of analymay be incomplete or includes more than one area. The sis were generally in good agreement (values of the lesion data has been supplemented by a large body of anisotropy index were never significantly different from behavioral studies in which a subject's perceptual report zero for any analysis method). For one subject at one was compared with the same subject's motor output. separation (MB, 3Њ), pursuit responses exhibited the same A common strategy is to bias the subject's perception anisotropy as perception. However, other anisotropies in some way and ask whether a motor output is similarly were also observed: subject JG's pursuit for a pursuit biased. For example, multiple studies have compared separation of 3Њ discriminated near-horizontal trajectosubjects' verbal report of object size with subjects' ries poorly, while subject RR's pursuit for 3Њ discrimigrasp aperture when they reached for the object ( segregation of perception and action using two stimulus those for pursuit were idiosyncratic. We observed the manipulations known to bias processing in early and most variability for the smallest pursuit separations late cortical areas. This task configuration allowed them tested: those that were most similar to the perceptual to put forth, as we have, a putative site of segregation separations we used. Other work (Watamaniuk and for perception and action. However, the conclusions Heinen, 1999) has also suggested that discriminability from many other behavioral experiments have not conat a given separation can be noisier for pursuit than for sistently supported the hypothesis of Goodale and Milperception.
ner (1992). Some reported that actions resisted perceptual illusions, while others argued that perception and The Neural Basis for the Perceptual Anisotropy action changed together. These studies are particularly Our finding that pursuit eye movements do not share the hard to interpret when the stimulus manipulations indirectional anisotropy of perception provides behavioral volve visual illusions whose neural basis is not known. evidence that the circuitry underlying pursuit diverges
Furthermore, the visual inputs to the circuitry involved at some point from the circuitry underlying a perceptual in grasp movements are incompletely understood.
report. To begin to localize the point of divergence, we
The visual inputs to the oculomotor system are underanalyzed data recorded from MT of monkeys. We would stood in more detail, and the motor outputs are straighthave liked to relate physiology to behavior in the same rectness of their responses during initial training but not during testing.
To be sure that subjects employed velocity cues, two features of Experimental Procedures our stimulus presentation were designed to prevent subjects from using endpoint positions of trajectories to make judgments. (1) The Human Subjects duration of each trajectory was randomized so that targets of identiSubjects were scientists and students from the Keck Center for cal directions ended in different places. (2) Multiple target trajectoIntegrative Neuroscience at the University of California, San Franries were used for both "same" and "different" trials (Figure 1 ). The cisco, or members of the surrounding community. Four subjects, difference between standard and test trials, called the "perceptual one female and three male, were tested. Subjects gave their inseparation," was 0Њ in all the "same" trials described ( Figure 1A) . formed consent at the beginning of each experiment. Subject MB However, the endpoints of the "same" trajectories differed across was completely naïve, subject RR had some previous experience trials. A horizontal "different" trial with a 3Њ separation could consist as a subject in eye movement experiments but was naïve to the of several distinct pairs of trajectories with unique target endpoints specific hypothesis being tested, and subjects JG and AC were ( Figure 1B) . Using multiple configurations ensures that the endpoint authors. Experiments were performed over a 3 hr period that inof one trajectory provides no information as to whether the subsecluded some breaks between blocks. Most subjects completed the quent trajectory will be the same or different. Another approach to experiment in 1 day; occasionally, subjects returned the next day eliminating position cues is to use random dot stimuli which have to complete testing. All subjects were healthy and had normal vision. also been shown to give rise to a perceptual anisotropy (Gros et Experimental procedures were approved in advance by the Commital., 1998). However, we used single spots so as to have the same tee on Human Research, which is the Institutional Review Board for stimuli for both perception and pursuit trials. UCSF and its affiliates.
Trials used to estimate discriminability of pursuit eye movements began with 1000-1200 ms of fixation in the middle of the screen.
Eye Movement Recording
The fixation point then disappeared, and a white target appeared Two-dimensional movements of the right eye were measured using 3Њ eccentrically to the right (0Њ), obliquely (45Њ), or up (90Њ) and immethe Fourward Technologies Dual Purkinje Image Tracker (Generation diately began moving at 25Њ/s toward or nearly toward the position 6.1). Subjects' heads were stabilized using a chin rest and a head of fixation. The target moved for 400-500 ms and then stopped and strap that subjects adjusted to be snug but comfortable. The trackremained stationary for 500 ms. "Standard" trials provided target er's automatic moveable optical stage (auto stage) and focus servo motion along cardinal or diagonal axes (0Њ, 45Њ, and 90Њ). "Test" were both disabled to avoid introducing head position artifacts into trials provided target motion in directions slightly different from the eye position signal. standard trials. The angle between standard and test target motion Signals related to horizontal eye velocity, eye position, and target will be referred to as the "pursuit separation." Trials were blocked position were digitized during the experiment at a sampling rate of according to the direction of the target motion. About 80 trials were 1000 samples/s. The eye position signal was low-pass filtered with in each block. Pursuit separations ranged from 2.5Њ to 6Њ depending a cutoff at 330 Hz and voltages proportional to eye velocity were on the subject. We attempted to match the directional separation obtained by differentiating the eye position signals with an analog used to estimate perceptual discriminability, but two subjects had to be tested at slightly larger pursuit separations (2.5Њ versus 3Њ for circuit (DC to 25 Hz, Ϫ3 dB). 
